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CLAMPS – SHEARS - NIBBLERS
KETT PORTABLE POWER SHEARS

DOUBLE-CUT SHEARS KD-400
Variable-speed, double-cut shears feed quick-
ly and quietly, without warping or bending your 
finished piece (distortion is in the waste strip). 
It easily follows a scribed line. The materials 
edges are not hardened or burred, so you get 
maximum use of a sheet. The swiping action 
of blades seals the edge of coated metals. 

These shears cut C.R. mild steel up to 18 gauge in straight or contour 
lines at over 300 inches per minute, most grades of stainless, aluminum 
to .080 and plastic or Formica up to 3/32” thick. These shears are also 
available with a contour cutting blade 60-21C to cut tighter curves and 
the HS blade 60-21HS for cutting foam filled doors.
 P/N 12-03806 .........$258.00

ELECTRIC MODEL K-442
Kett’s all-purpose 16 gauge power sheers cut 
up to 16 gauge mild steel, cleanly and easily, 
without burring or buckling the material. These 
lightweight shears,  designed for du ra bil ity, 
feature a vari able speed motor and fill the gap 
be tween Kett’s light duty and heavy duty power 
shears .................P/N 12-01153 .........$262.95

PNEUMATIC MODEL P-500
Equipped with air-metering trigger for vari able-
speed cutting, so that initially the blade can be 
operated slowly to prevent chattering at start 
of cut. 2600rpm. Maximum cutting speed, 180” 
per min.  Wt. 3 lbs. Over-all length, 9”.
 P/N 12-01158 .........$227.95

QUICK GRIP BAR CLAMPS
From the makers of Vise-Grip tools comes the 
amazing new Quick-Grip bar clamp. The unique 
pistol-grip handle lets woodworkers hold the 
clamp and adjust jaw pressure with just one hand. 
One finger un locks the Quick-release trigger. 
Features include positive lock ing action to hold 
work tight, strong, lightweight high-tech con struc-
tion, instant adjustable clamping pressure, large, 
pliable pads that won’t mar work, and a variety of 
jaw openings. It will “single-handedly” change the 
way you think about bar clamps!
Part No. Jaw Opening Size (mm) Price
12-03910 6”/150 $21.50
12-03920 2”/305 $23.50

KETT KD440 14GA POWER SHEARS
Cuts 14 gauge mild steel and most grades of 
stainless to 16 gauge. Cuts over 150 inches/
minute, leaving a clean, flat sheet, ready to 
fabricate. Distortions are absorbed in an easily 
disposed of waste curl, leaving the sheet cool 
and free of burn, chips, and burrs. The cutting  
blades are finest high speed steel. (Also cuts 
sheet metal, Stainless and Plastics).
 P/N 12-00676 .........$234.95

CUSHIONED CABLE CLAMP
(ADEL CLAMP) INSTALLATION PLIERS

These special pliers allow for greatly simplified 
installation of single or multiple Adel type 
cushioned clamps. The pliers securely hold 
the aligned clamps in position, allowing for 
easy installation of securing hardware. Each kit 
includes special plier, alignment awl, and simple 
instructions .......... P/N 12-02017 ...........$34.75

KETT KD-446R PROFILE SHEARS
Cuts profile and flat materials up to 18 gauge, spiral 

duct, wire mesh and many other materials. Can cut 
tight curves at a radius of three inches. The blades 

are made of high quality steel, heat treated and 
precision ground. The motor is variable speed up 
to 2500 RPM and cuts up to 28 feet per minute.

Features: • 5.0 amp pistol grip • Replaceable A-2 tool steel shear 
blades.• These snips cuts C.R. mild steel 18 gauge and lighter, wire 
mesh to 18 gauge, spiral pipe, metal studs and corrugated metal
Left Hand .....................................................P/N 12-02509 .........$327.00

CORDLESS ELECTRIC KEVLAR SCISSOR KIT
The USATCO cordless electric kevlar scissor 
kit cuts aramid fibers, kevlar and other tough 
materials! Lightweight and maneuverable with 
superior ergonomic design. Requires much 

less effort than cutting manually. Short rapid strokes for intricate work. 
This can be operated with cord and adapter for unlimited cutting time.
 P/N 12-02630 .........$190.75

OFFSET KEVLAR
CUTTING SHEARS

Al though Kevlar has many advantages over 
con ven tional fiberglass weaves, it is very 
difficult to cut. Special scissors have been 

developed to facilitate cutting. These scissors have a wear -resistant 
coating which is metallurgically bonded to the steel substrate. The coat-
ing will not chip or peel off and can be sharpened.  
Model WR-10E-4 Shears ............................P/N 01-00341 ............ $85.75

INDUSTRIAL
FABRIC SHEARS

Wiss No. 20W heavy-duty shears, ideal for 
cutting fiberglass cloth and all fabrics. Hot 
drop-forged steel.

Right Hand Shears ......................................P/N 01-00397 ...........$39.85
Left Hand Shears ........................................P/N 01-00398 ...........$39.95

ECONOMY KEVLAR 
SCISSORS

GINGHER® Scissors cut Kevlar exceptionally well. 
Lightweight, extremely sharp and comfortable, 
these 2 1/2 oz. scissors are perfect for use during 
the lay-up. Soak in acetone for easy clean-up. 
We recommend saving one pair for only cutting 
Kelvar®, and keeping a second pair for general 
use ...........................P/N 01-00342 ...........$47.85

FISKARS 9”
PINKING SHEARS

These orange handled pinking shears keep 
your projects from unraveling at the seams. 

Ergonomic handles give comfort and control, extended lower blade to 
help lift fabric while cutting. Adds functional pinking edge to prevent 
fabric fraying. Tested to ensure clean cutting even through multiple 
layers of cloth to the tip................................P/N 12-02942 ...........$28.55

TOP FLITE HEAT GUN
This Top Flite Heat Gun is a handy tool that gives 
you a fast, drum-tight, mirror smooth finish. It’s 
ideal for MonoKote, EconoKote and other heat-
shrinkable covering films to get a professional 
finish with less time & effort. This heat gun has a 
One-Year Warranty .P/N 12-03703 ...........$28.75

STEEL SPRING CLAMPS
This nickel-plated steel spring clamp is 
ideal for gluing, assembly and welding 
work. The comfortable vinyl coated handle 
makes it easy to open the clamp for 2” 
wide placement and the tempered spring 
ensures a strong hold. Keep several on 
hand for all projects.

 P/N 12-03778 ............$3.95
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